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TCP-Ho: A Congestion Control Algorithm with Design and
Performance Evaluation
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SUMMARY A critical design issue of Transmission Control Protocol
(TCP) is its congestion control that allows the protocol to adjust the end-
to-end communication rate based on the detection of packet loss. However,
TCP congestion control may function poorly during its slow start and con-
gestion avoidance phases. This is because TCP sends bursts of packets
with the fast window increase and the ACK-clock based transmission in
slow start, and respond slowly with large congestion windows especially
in high bandwidth-delay product (BDP) networks during congestion avoid-
ance. In this article, we propose an improved version of TCP, TCP-Ho, that
uses an efficient congestion window control algorithm for a TCP source.
According to the estimated available bandwidth and measured round-trip
times (RTTs), the proposed algorithm adjusts the congestion window size
with a rate between exponential growth and linear growth intelligently. Our
extensive simulation results show that TCP-Ho significantly improves the
performance of connections as well as remaining fair and stable when the
BDP increases. Furthermore, it is feasible to implement because only send-
ing part needs to be modified.
key words: congestion control, TCP, slow start, congestion avoidance,
transport protocol

1. Introduction

With the fast growth of Internet traffic, we need a congestion
control scheme that can efficiently utilize the network’s re-
sources. TCP is the most popular transport protocol for the
current Internet because it provides a reliable data transport
between two end hosts of a connection as well as controls
the connection’s bandwidth usage to avoid network conges-
tion.

The essential strategy of TCP is sending packets to the
network without a reservation and then reacting to observ-
able events occurred. Original TCP is officially defined in
[1]. It has a simple sliding window flow control mecha-
nism without any congestion control. After observing a se-
ries of congestion collapses in 1980’s, Jacobson introduced
several innovative congestion control mechanisms into TCP
in 1988. This TCP version, called TCP Tahoe [2], includes
the slow start, additive increase and multiplicative decrease
(AIMD), and fast retransmit algorithms. Two years later,
the fast recovery algorithm was added to Tahoe to form
a new TCP version called TCP Reno [3]. Reno is cur-
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rently the dominating TCP version deployed in the Internet.
TCP Reno can be thought as a reactive congestion control
scheme. It uses packet loss as an indicator for congestion.
In order to probe the available bandwidth along the end-to-
end path, TCP congestion window will be increased until a
packet loss is detected, at which point the congestion win-
dow is halved and a linear increase algorithm will take over
until further packet loss is experienced. It is known that
TCP Reno may periodically generate packet loss by itself
and can not efficiently recover multiple packet losses from
a window of data [4]–[8]. Moreover, the AIMD strategy
of TCP Reno leads to periodic oscillations in the aspects of
congestion window size, round-trip delay, and queue length
of the bottleneck node [9]–[14].

To alleviate the performance degradation problem of
packet loss, many researchers attempted to refine the fast
recovery algorithm embedded in TCP Reno. New propos-
als includes TCP NewReno [4], SACK [5], FACK [6], Net
Reno [7], and LT [8]. All these algorithms bring perfor-
mance improvement for a connection after a packet loss
is detected. To combat the inherent oscillation problem
of Reno, many congestion avoidance mechanisms are pro-
posed. These works include DUAL [9], CARD [10], Tri-
S [11], Packet-Pair [12], TCP Vegas [13], and TCP Santa
Cruz [14]. Among these creative mechanisms, TCP Vegas
is a notable approach because it can successfully avoid the
congestion in the network.

Although TCP has several implementation versions
which intend to improve network utilization, TCP still suf-
fers problems that inhere in its congestion control algorithm.
For example, the sender has no prior knowledge regard-
ing the available bandwidth on the networks, this leads to
the abrupt transition of congestion window with exponen-
tial growth and transmission of highly bursty traffic from the
source, and it in turn would cause buffer overflow at the bot-
tleneck link during the slow start phase. When the per-flow
product of bandwidth and latency increases, the congestion
avoidance scheme of TCP becomes inefficient. This will be
problematic for TCP as the bandwidth-delay product (BDP)
of Internet continues to grow. All these problems may pre-
vent TCP from achieving a success.

In this work, we propose a modified congestion con-
trol mechanism for TCP (abbreviated as TCP-Ho hereafter).
By estimating the available bandwidth of the bottleneck link
and measuring the RTT for every packet, TCP-Ho updates
the congestion window size with a rate between exponen-
tial growth and linear growth intelligently, so that a smooth
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transmission can be achieved. Furthermore, TCP-Ho inte-
grates slow start and congestion avoidance phases into one
fundamental mechanism. We demonstrate the effectiveness
of the proposed algorithm based on the results of analysis
and simulation. Moreover, the implementation of TCP-Ho
is simple because only the sending part requires modifica-
tions, thus it facilitates incremental deployment in today’s
Internet.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Related work is described in Sect. 2. Section 3 explains our
motivation and goals for using the TCP-Ho mechanism and
describes it in detail. The mathematical analysis of TCP-Ho
is presented in Sect. 4. Section 5 demonstrates the simula-
tion results. Lastly, we conclude this work in Sect. 6 with a
summary of the results and highlights of the future works.

2. Related Work

Several studies have been made to improve the connection
performance over Internet. These approaches can be divided
into two categories. One needs some changes or modifica-
tions in the slow start phase such as Smooth-start [15], γ
Selection [16], Smooth Slow Start [17], and Limited Slow-
Start [24]. The other varies the congestion avoidance mech-
anism, for example, HighSpeed TCP [18], Scalable TCP
[19], XCP [20], DUAL [9], CARD [10], and FAST TCP
[25].

2.1 Modifications in Slow Start Phase

The first approach (Smooth-start) is to set the maximum
slow start threshold to avoid buffer overflow and limit the
sending rate, but it not only reduces the throughput of a
sender but also sets the maximum slow start threshold to
64 kbytes. In a large BDP network, this value may be too
small and causes TCP switching to congestion avoidance
phase early. On the other hand, this fixed slow start thresh-
old may be of no use in a small BDP network. Another
way (γ Selection) is selecting γ dynamically to suit various
kinds of BDP networks, but it needs to estimate the available
bandwidth of the network at the steady state. However, to
estimate the available bandwidth based on end-to-end con-
gestion avoidance mechanism on a global internet is difficult
and this mechanism is only for TCP Vegas.

Next, Smooth Slow Start uses a smooth slow start al-
gorithm to reduce burst data transfer. However, it uses
200 msec timer interrupt to control data transfer and it only
fits some network topology. Furthermore, using timer inter-
rupt increases the overhead of the operating system. Over-
all, these proposed mechanisms only work well in some net-
work models, and the burstiness problem is still not solved
completely. The last method (Limited Slow-Start) intro-
duces a parameter, max ssthresh which is smaller than slow
start threshold (SSTHRESH). During slow start, the sender
doubles its congestion window when the congestion win-
dow size (CWND) is not greater than max ssthresh. If the
value of CWND is between max ssthresh and SSTHRESH,

the congestion window is increased by 1/2 maximum seg-
ment size (MSS) or less for each arriving acknowledgement
(ACK). Otherwise, the sender leaves its slow start phase and
goes into the congestion avoidance phase. Although Lim-
ited Slow-Start algorithm can reduce the number of drops, a
proper value of max ssthresh is hard to decide. The authors
recommend a sender to set the max ssthresh value at 100
MSS. It is obvious that a fixed value may be not adapted to
varied network topologies.

2.2 Congestion Avoidance Schemes

HighSpeed TCP involves a subtle change in the congestion
avoidance response function to allow connections to capture
available bandwidth more readily. Scalable TCP is similar
to HighSpeed TCP in that the congestion window response
function for large windows is modified to recover more
quickly from loss events and hence reduce the penalty for
probing the available bandwidth. The same as TCP Reno,
both HighSpeed TCP and Scalable TCP use packet loss as
an indication for congestion. This causes periodic oscilla-
tions in the congestion window size, round-trip delay, and
queue length of the bottleneck node. These drawbacks may
not be appropriate for emerging Internet applications. XCP
is a new transport protocol designed for high BDP networks.
It separates the efficiency and fairness policies of conges-
tion control, and enables connections to quickly make use
of available bandwidth. However, because XCP requires all
routers along the path to participate, deployment feasibility
is a concern.

The window in Jain’s CARD approach is increased by
one packet size and decreased by one-eighth based on the
gradient of delay-window curve, which is used to evaluate
the optimal point of the system†. The performance of the
window control mechanism was studied with a determinis-
tic simulation model of a connection in a wide-area network.
DUAL scheme defines one optimal point with queue length
and uses the corresponding delay as the congestion signal.
The congestion window normally uses fine-tuning to adjust
window size, namely increases by 1/CWND for each ACK
received. The algorithm decreases the congestion window
by one-eighth if the current RTT is greater than the average
of the minimum and maximum RTTs observed so far for
every two RTTs. If a timeout is detected, the algorithm as-
sumes that substantial traffic increase and severe congestion
have occurred. It uses quick-turning to reduce the window
size, similar to TCP Tahoe timeout action.

FAST TCP incorporates multiplicative increase if the
buffer occupied by the connection at the bottleneck is far
less than some pre-defined threshold α and switch to lin-
ear increase if it is near α. Then, FAST tries to maintain
the buffer occupancy around α and reduces sending rate if
delay is further increased. Theoretical analysis and experi-
ments show that FAST TCP has better properties than pure

†Note that the window changes during every adjustment, that
is, it oscillates around its optimal point.
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loss-based approaches, such as higher utilization, less self-
induced packet losses, faster convergence speed, better RTT
fairness and stabilization. However, FAST may not be able
to obtain fair share when it is competing with loss-based ap-
proaches like TCP Reno. Moreover, how to set a suitable α
value for a FAST source may be another possible problem
since the α is a function of buffer size and the number of
concurrent connections, which are generally unknown in a
real world network.

3. TCP-Ho

3.1 Motivation

There are some problems of TCP in the slow start and
congestion avoidance phases. TCP Reno takes packet loss
as an indiction of congestion. In order to probe available
bandwidth along the end-to-end path, it periodically creates
packet losses by itself. It is well-known that TCP Reno may
feature poor utilization of bottleneck link under high BDP
networks. Since TCP Reno uses AIMD algorithm to ad-
just its window size, when packet losses occur, it cuts the
congestion window size to half and linearly increases the
congestion window until next congestion event is detected.
The additive increase policy limits TCP’s ability to acquire
spare bandwidth at one packet per round. The BDP of a sin-
gle connection over very high bandwidth links may be thou-
sands of packets, thus TCP Reno might waste thousands of
rounds to ramp up to full utilization of the link. For ex-
ample, the time of a connection to converge to an optimal
bandwidth value can take the order of minutes in a high
BDP network which with 1 Gbps available bandwidth and
100 ms RTT. Thus, if TCP’s convergence mechanism is too
sluggish, TCP will eventually become a performance bottle-
neck itself.

Unlike TCP Reno which uses binary congestion signal,
packet loss, to adjust its window size, TCP Vegas adopts a
more fine-grained signal, queuing delay, to avoid conges-
tion. Although it successfully detects network congestion
in the early stage, the burstiness causes TCP Vegas to tend
to prematurely stop the exponentially increasing slow start
phase and enter the slower congestion avoidance phase un-
til it reaches its equilibrium congestion window size, espe-
cially in high BDP networks. As a result, a new TCP Vegas
connection may experience a very long transient period and
throughput suffers. In addition, the availability of network
resources and the number of competing users may vary over
time unpredictably. It is sure that the available bandwidth
does not vary linearly. Since TCP Vegas adjusts its con-
gestion window linearly in the congestion avoidance phase,
this prevents TCP Vegas from quickly adapt to the changing
environments.

3.2 The Scheme of TCP-Ho

Doubling the congestion window size during slow start

Fig. 1 The growth of congestion window size.

causes the traffic burstiness in the network and a linear in-
crease in the congestion avoidance phase limits a sender’s
ability to ramp up to full utilization of the link; therefore, in
TCP-Ho, we increase the congestion window between expo-
nential growth and linear growth. We call this growth Stable
growth as in Fig. 1. Furthermore, the ‘quick shift’ phase is
introduced into our proposed mechanism instead of using
the slow start and congestion avoidance phases. In other
words, we combine slow start and congestion avoidance to
quick shift. The details of TCP-Ho including the quick shift
phase and Stable growth are as follows.

TCP-Ho’s window adjustment algorithm consists of
two phases: quick shift (QS), and fast retransmit and fast
recovery (FF). The congestion window is updated based on
the currently executing phase. Before describing the al-
gorithm of TCP-Ho to adjust the congestion window, we
have to define some parameters and terms. Let ‘incr’ be
the current window increment, with value 0 at the begin-
ning of a new connection or after a retransmission timeout,
and ‘maxincr’ be a dynamic value representing the maxi-
mum value of the congestion window increment. The min-
imum RTT and the maximum RTT measured from pack-
ets with one round are called ‘Minimal RTT’ and ‘Maxi-
mal RTT’ respectively. It is because the minimum RTT in
this round does not necessarily equal the minimum of ever
measured round-trip times. Similarly, the maximum RTT
in this round does not necessarily equal the maximum of
ever measured round-trip times. ‘Prior’ means the (n − 2)th
round’s and ‘Current’ represent the nth round’s. For ex-
ample, Current Maximal Throughput (CMaT) and Current
Minimal Throughput (CMiT) are the maximal throughput
and minimal throughput in the nth round, and Prior Max-
imal Throughput (PMaT) and Prior Minimal Throughput
(PMiT) are the maximal throughput and minimal through-
put in the (n−2)th round, where Maximal Throughput is the
CWND divided by Minimal RTT and Minimal Throughput
is the CWND divided by Maximal RTT. In addition, CMiT
≤ CMaT and PMiT ≤ PMaT. In order to record the compari-
son result of CMaT, CMiT, PMaT, and PMiT at the last time,
we also create a parameter ‘status,’ whose default value is 1.
Table 1 shows the meanings of the status’ value.

During the quick shift phase, TCP-Ho does not con-
tinually increase the congestion window. Instead, it tries to
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Table 1 The meanings of the status’ values.

status’ value comparison situation
1 PMaT < CMiT
2 CMaT < PMiT
3 PMiT < CMiT and PMaT < CMaT
4 CMiT < PMiT and CMaT < PMaT
5 Otherwise

Table 2 Comparison results, two steps, status’ values, and correspond-
ing motivations.

comparison steps status corresponding
results values motivations
PMaT < CMiT One (1) 1 or 3 ‘incr’ += 1.

If ‘incr’ > ‘maxincr,’
‘maxincr’ = ‘incr.’

(2) o/w ‘maxincr’ = 1,
& ‘incr’ = 1.

Two CWND += ‘incr,’
& ‘status’ = 1.

CMaT < PMiT One 2 or 4 ‘maxincr’ -= 1,
& ‘maxincr’ ≥ 1.

Two CWND -= ‘maxincr,’
& CWND ≥ 2,
‘incr’ = 0,
& ‘status’ = 2.

PMiT < CMiT & One (1) 1 or 3 ‘incr’ /= 2,
& ‘incr’ ≥ 1.

PMaT < CMaT (2) o/w ‘incr’ = 1.
Two CWND += ‘incr,’

& ‘status’ = 3.
CMiT < PMiT & One 2 or 4 ‘maxincr’ /= 2
CMaT < PMaT & ‘maxincr’ ≥ 1.

Two CWND -= ‘maxincr,’
& CWND ≥ 2,
‘incr’ = 0,
& ‘status’ = 4.

Otherwise 1–5 ‘maxincr’ = 0,
‘incr’ = 0,
& ‘status’ = 5.

detect relative congestion by comparing CMiT and CMaT
with PMiT and PMaT. We do not increase congestion win-
dow size in the first round, which is the beginning of a new
connection and/or after a retransmission timeout, because
we have no idea about the available bandwidth in the end-
to-end path. When a sending source increases (or decreases)
its congestion window at the ith round, the influence to the
network can be detected at the (i + 2)th round. As a result,
from the second round, we adjust the increase (or decrease)
amount every other round (if it is possible). In other words,
the increase (or decrease) amounts in the ith and (i + 1)th
rounds will be the same. The increase (or decrease) amount
and CWND is updated according to the following descrip-
tions, as briefly presented in Table 2. After comparing CMiT
and CMaT with PMiT and PMaT, there are two steps for ad-
justing increase or decrease amount and CWND. (1) PMaT
is smaller than CMiT: Step one, when ‘status’ value equals
1 or 3, ‘incr’ is increased by one and set the ‘maxincr’ to
‘incr’ if ‘incr’ is bigger than ‘maxincr’; otherwise, set the
value of ‘incr’ and ‘maxincr’ to 1. Step two, CWND is in-
creased by the ‘incr’ value and set ‘status’ to 1; (2) CMaT

Fig. 2 Phase transition diagram of TCP-Ho.

is smaller than PMiT: Step one, while ‘status’ value equals
2 or 4, ‘maxincr’ is decreased by one and ‘maxincr’ is not
smaller than 1. Step two, CWND is decreased by the ‘max-
incr’ value and CWND is not smaller than 2, let ‘incr’ to
0, and set ‘status’ to 2; (3) PMiT is smaller than CMiT and
PMaT is smaller than CMaT: Step one, when ‘status’ value
equals 1 or 3, ‘incr’ value is halved and ‘incr’ is not smaller
than 1; otherwise, set the value of ‘incr’ to 1. Step two,
CWND is increased by the ‘incr’ value and set ‘status’ to 3;
(4) CMiT is smaller than PMiT and CMaT is smaller than
PMaT: Step one, while ‘status’ value equals 2 or 4, ‘max-
incr’ is halved and ‘maxincr’ is not smaller than 1. Step two,
CWND is decreased by the ‘maxincr’ value and CWND is
not smaller than 2, let ‘incr’ to 0, and ‘status’ to 4; and (5)
otherwise, set the value of ‘incr’ and ‘maxincr’ to 0, and
‘status’ to 5.

This approach for increasing and decreasing conges-
tion window is more efficient comparing with TCP Reno and
TCP Vegas, and the effect can be observed by both simula-
tion and analysis. Since we focus on the congestion control
and flow control in this work, the fast retransmit and fast
recovery of TCP-Ho are same as those of TCP Vegas. In ad-
dition, in the FF phase, we reset all parameters used in the
QS phase to their default values. Figure 2 shows the phase
transition diagram of TCP-Ho. A connection begins with
the QS phase. The window-adjustment phase transition is
owing to the specific events as depicted along the edges.

In summary, TCP-Ho transmits one packets when re-
ceiving one ACK, and it sends an extra packet to increase
the congestion window size after getting two or more ACKs.
Through this method, we smooth out the burstiness with-
out using timer. It is because comparing with congestion
window, the increment is always small. Thus, TCP-Ho re-
duces the burstiness in transmission. Furthermore, TCP-Ho
adjusts its congestion window size with Stable growth ac-
cording to the difference between measured available band-
widths in the mth and (m + 2)th rounds. Therefore, the
throughput of TCP-Ho is much larger and grows faster than
TCP Reno and TCP Vegas.

4. Numerical Analysis

In this section, we present behavior analysis of TCP Vegas
and TCP-Ho. A simple case is considered when a single
connection tries to fill up an empty network with N links
connecting the source and the destination. Figure 3 shows
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Fig. 3 Network topology for analysis.

the network topology for analysis. We denote the transmis-
sion rate of N links (in packets/s) as Xi, i = 1,...,N, and the
total round-trip propagation delay of the route path (in sec-
onds) as τ. Similar to the work in [16], we assume that there
is one bottleneck in the route path and X1 ≤ X2 ≤ ... ≤ XN .
Since X1 is the smallest transmission rate (i.e., link 1 be-
haves as the bottleneck link), we let µ be equal to X1.
The un-congested BDP of this network is then given by µd
where

d = τ + (1 + a)
N∑

i=1

1
Xi
, (1)

with a being the ACK size relative to the data packet size.
Without loss of generality, we assume that a is much smaller
than the data packet size, so we use 1 to approximate 1+a
(i.e., d = τ +

∑N
i=1

1
Xi

).
Throughout our analysis, we assume a fluid model and

the source always has a packet to transmit, the buffer sizes
in routers are large enough so that packet loss can be ig-
nored when analyzing the behavior of TCP Vegas and TCP-
Ho. Moreover, the ith round starts with the transmission of
Wi packets where Wi is the size of congestion window in
this round. The ith round ends when the source receives the
ACK of the first packet in this round, then the source starts
transmitting a new packet of the next round. Suppose that
there is no congestion in ACK path. The mth round-trip time
is named ‘conspicuous round-trip time’ when the “steady
throughput” of a sender reaches the available bandwidth at
the first time. In the following subsections, we derive math-
ematically the conspicuous round-trip time for TCP Vegas
and TCP-Ho. Then we ascertain the better transient perfor-
mance for TCP-Ho by examples and simulations.

4.1 TCP Vegas

In this subsection, we derive the conspicuous round-trip
time for TCP Vegas. Table 3 shows the value of Wi and zi at
the ith round if ∆ is smaller than γ, where zi is the increase
amount at the ith round and{

Wi = 2
i+1
2 , zi = 0, if i is odd or 0

Wi = zi = 2
i
2 , if i is even.

Vegas doubles its congestion window every other
round. Assuming that in the lth round, ∆ is smaller than
γ at the last time and Wl is the congestion window size,
where l is an integer in Table 3. According to the work
[16], the BaseRTT, newly measured RTT, and the conges-
tion window size Wl from which Vegas gets out of slow start

phase are given by d, D = d + Wl

2µ , and Wl ≥ 1+
√

1+8µd
2 ,

respectively. In an actual Vegas implementation, D is the

Table 3 The congestion window size and the increase amount for Vegas
at the ith round.

ith 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ...
Wi 2 2 2 4 4 8 8 16 16 32 32 ...
zi 0 0 2 0 4 0 8 0 16 0 32 ...

Table 4 The congestion window size and the increase amount for TCP-
Ho at the ith round.

ith 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ...
Wi 2 2 2 3 4 6 8 11 14 18 22 ...
zi 0 0 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 ...

smoothed RTT rather than the RTT of a specific packet.
Thus, D for the last packet is the average of the actual RTTs
of all packets in the same round, i.e., D=d+Wl/4µ, rather
than D=d+Wl/2µ, as given above. By using the smoothed

RTT, we have Wl ≥ 1+
√

1+16µd
2 , and TCP Vegas changes the

slow start phase to congestion avoidance in the lth round,
where l ≥ 2 log2(1+

√
1 + 16µd)−1 because l is even. Then,

it takes �µd − 7Wl/8� rounds to the conspicuous round-trip
time; therefore, at the

(l + �µd − 7 Wl/8�)th (2)

round, TCP Vegas attains the available bandwidth.

4.2 TCP-Ho

In this subsection, we derive the conspicuous round-trip
time for TCP-Ho. Table 4 shows the value of Wi and zi at
the ith round when PMaT < CMiT where{

Wi = (i2 − 2i + 9)/4, zi = (i − 1)/2, if i is odd
Wi = (i2 − 2i + 8)/4, zi = i/2, otherwise.

Moreover, zi−1 + zi = i − 1, for i ≥ 1.
TCP-Ho increases its congestion window with Stable

growth every other round. Moreover, with Stable growth,
the extra packet† will be transmitted to the network when
two or more ACKs of the previous round are received. For
example, at the twelfth round in Table 4, TCP-Ho sends an
extra packet when it receives the sixth ACK, then it trans-
mits another extra packet after five ACKs (i.e., the eleventh
ACK is received). Since in this round, TCP-Ho increases
6
32 packet to the congestion window size whenever an ACK
of the previous round is received, and sends an extra packet
to the network when the additional value is no smaller than
one (as 6

32 × 6 = 36
32 > 1). In the light of the work [16],

the spacing between each ACK of the previous round is 1/ µ
seconds because µ is the smallest transmission rate (and we
assume that there is no congestion along the ACK path).
Assuming that the kth round is the conspicuous round-trip
time, then the congestion window size is Wk in this round,

†When a source receives an ACK of the previous round, it
transmits two packets to the network. The difference between two
packets and one packet is called the extra packet. For example,
in Table 4, the source transmits two packets when it receives the
second ACK at the fourth round.
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the last packet will see zk−1 (= k−2
2 − 1) packets waiting

ahead of it in the sender queue. However, for the queues
at other nodes along the connection, the last packet will see
no packet from the same connection in the queues because
1/X1 ≥ 1/X2 ≥ ... ≥ 1/XN . Therefore, this last packet ex-
periences the highest RTT. The minimal (or minimum) RTT
and newly measured RTT are given by d and

D = d +
zk−1

µ
= d +

k − 4
2µ

(3)

respectively. TCP-Ho changes its way to increase the con-
gestion window size when

Wk

D
≤ Wk−2

d
. (4)

By combining Eq. (3) and Eq. (4), we could get the follow-
ing formula:

k3 − 10k2 + (40 − 8µd)k + (16µd − 64) ≥ 0. (5)

We could get k by Cardan’s formula [21], [22] because
Eq. (5) is a cubic equation, which is the closed-form solu-
tion for the roots of a cubic polynomial.

k ≥ 4

(
3
√

Q + 3
√

P +
3
√

Q − 3
√

P

)
, (6)

where Q = 18µd+ 8 and P = 21− 18µd+ 96µ2d2. Thus, we
solve the value of conspicuous round-trip time k and TCP-
Ho reaches the available bandwidth with steady throughput
in this round.

4.3 Analysis with Examples

We use three examples to quantify our analysis and show
that the performance of TCP-Ho is more efficient than TCP
Vegas. In the following examples, the packet size = 1 kbytes
and d=0.1 sec.

Example 1: µ=187.5 packets/s (equals 1.5 Mbps.)
In TCP-Ho, we will get k ≥ 14.8 by Eq. (5). Since k

is even, k = 16. Thus, TCP-Ho takes 1.6 seconds to the
available bandwidth. By using the values of µ and d to the
Eq. (2), we can get that the conspicuous round-trip times of
TCP Vegas is 1.3 seconds. In addition, from simulations,
the actual conspicuous round-trip times of TCP Vegas and
TCP-Ho are 1.5 seconds and 1.5 seconds respectively.

Example 2: µ=2500 packets/s (equals 20 Mbps.)
Similar to Example 1, by using the values of µ and d

to the Eq. (2) and Eq. (5), we can get that the conspicuous
round-trip times of TCP Vegas and TCP-Ho are 20.7 sec-
onds and 3.4 seconds, respectively. In addition, from simu-
lations, the actual conspicuous round-trip times of TCP Ve-
gas and TCP-Ho are 20.9 seconds, and 3.8 seconds respec-
tively.

Example 3: µ=6250 packets/s (equals 50 Mbps.)
Similarly, by using the values of µ and d to the Eq. (2)

and Eq. (5), we can get that the conspicuous round-trip times

of TCP Vegas and TCP-Ho are 58.1 seconds and 4.7 sec-
onds, respectively. In addition, from simulations, the actual
conspicuous round-trip times of TCP Vegas and TCP-Ho are
58.4 seconds and 5.1 seconds respectively.

From the above examples, we could see that the dif-
ference between analysis results and simulation results are
small, and the value of TCP-Ho’s conspicuous round-trip
time is smaller than that of TCP Vegas. Thus, the utilization
of bandwidth in TCP-Ho is more efficient than that in TCP
Vegas.

5. Performance Evaluation

In this section, we compare the performance of TCP-Ho
with TCP Reno, TCP Vegas, and FAST TCP† by using the
network simulator ns-2 [26]. We show the simulation results
for the basic behavior of a single source, and the fairness and
friendliness among the competing connections with same or
different TCP versions. The sizes of data packets and ACKs
are 1 kbytes and 40 bytes respectively. To ease the compar-
ison, we assume that the sources always have data to send.
The network configuration for the simulations is shown in
Fig. 4. Sources, destinations, and routers are expressed as
S i, Di, and Ri respectively. A source and a destination with
the same subscript value represent a traffic pair. The band-
width and propagation delay are 1 Gbps and 1 ms for each
full-duplex access link, and X Mbps and Y ms for the full-
duplex connection link between R1 and R2. The X and Y are
set based on the need of simulation scenarios.

5.1 Basic Behavior

In this subsection, we compare the basic behavior among
TCP Reno, TCP Vegas, FAST TCP, and TCP-Ho in the as-
pects of convergence time [16], congestion window size,
and throughput. In the following simulation scenarios, the
objectives are to explore how fast for a new connection can
ramp up to equilibrium and how fast a connection can con-
verge to a steady state as the available bandwidth is changed.

5.1.1 A New Connection

In this simulation, the buffer size of a router is 100 pack-
ets. We use the convergence time with different BDPs (from

Fig. 4 Network configuration for the simulations.

†The value of α for FAST TCP is 100 in simulations.
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Fig. 5 The convergence time with different BDPs of communication net-
works.

Fig. 6 Throughput comparison with 50 Mbps bottleneck bandwidth, and
48 ms link propagation delay.

150 Kb to 5000 Kb) of communication networks to com-
pare TCP-Ho with TCP Reno and TCP Vegas. The result
is shown in Fig. 5. FAST’s state is unstable due to the large
buffer size requirement, so the convergence time of FAST
is not presented here. We can see that the convergence
time of TCP-Ho grows slowly (or linearly) while BDP in-
creases quickly. On the other hand, the convergence time of
both Reno and Vegas climb up very fast. For instance, at
5000 Kb, the convergence time of Reno is more than 12.5
times of TCP-Ho and, similarly, the convergence time of
Vegas is about 11 times of TCP-Ho. In addition, Fig. 6 de-
picts the throughput comparison with Reno, Vegas, FAST
and TCP-Ho when the bottleneck bandwidth and link prop-
agation delay are 50 Mbps and 48 ms respectively.

By observing the throughput shown in Fig. 6, we can
find that the transient period for a new Reno or Vegas con-
nection is quite long. For example, TCP Reno takes about 66
seconds to reach the available bandwidth (48 Mbps); how-
ever, it halves both the congestion window size and through-
put in the 76.2th second because its AIMD algorithm causes
the buffer overflow. Similarly, Vegas prematurely stops the
exponentially-increasing slow start phase at the 1.3th second
because doubling the sending rate in short interval causes
∆ bias so that it enters the linearly-increasing congestion
avoidance phase. Therefore, it takes 58.8 seconds to reach
equilibrium. As mentioned before, FAST needs more buffer
size in a router, so a lot of packets are lost. This results in
bad performance and unstable state of FAST. In compari-

son with Reno, Vegas, and FAST, TCP-Ho reacts faster and
better. The ramp up time of TCP-Ho to the maximum con-
gestion window size is 5.4 seconds, and that to reach the
available bandwidth (50 Mbps) is less than 7 seconds, which
is one-tenth of Reno and Vegas’ cost times to reach equilib-
rium. We could conclude that TCP-Ho is as good as Vegas
or Reno in the small BDP and much better than these two in
the large BDP with the demonstration in Figs. 5 and 6.

5.1.2 Various Available Bandwidth

The bottleneck capacity X is set at 50 Mbps, propagation de-
lay Y is set at 48 ms and the buffer size of a router is set at
1000 packets†. A TCP connection of Reno, Vegas, FAST
or TCP-Ho from S 1 to D1 starts sending data at 0 second
and a constant bit rate (CBR) traffic flow from S 2 to D2 with
25 Mbps rate starts at the 80th second and stops at the 160th
second. Figures 7, 8, 9, and 10 exhibit the basic behav-
ior of TCP Reno, TCP Vegas, FAST TCP, and TCP-Ho re-
spectively. By observing the congestion window evolution
shown in Figs. 7, 8, 9, and 10, we can find that the transient
period for a new connection of Reno or Vegas is quite long.
In the beginning, Reno increases its congestion window size
to 3017 packets, which is much larger than the number of
packets held by the bottleneck bandwidth and buffer, so it
faces the coarse-grained timeout and retransmission, and fi-
nally Reno reaches the available bandwidth after 6 seconds.
On the other hand, Vegas prematurely stops the slow start
phase at the 1.3th second, then enters congestion avoid-
ance and takes 57.5 seconds to reach equilibrium. When
the available bandwidth is halved at the 80th second, Vegas
takes 47.7 seconds to converge to a new steady state. As the
available bandwidth is doubled at the 160th second, there is
a 31.6 seconds transient period for Vegas. On the other hand,
Reno re-enters the slow start phase due to buffer overflow
and coarse-grained timeout when the CBR traffic flow sends
data and then it spends about 33 seconds to get the available
bandwidth (24 Mbps). The performance of Reno is so inef-
fective because Reno uses packet loss to detect the available
bandwidth and increases the congestion window size with
linear growth in the congestion avoidance phase. In compar-
ison with TCP Reno and TCP Vegas, when a new connection
enters the empty link or the available bandwidth is either
halved or doubled, TCP-Ho only converges the congestion
window size in a short time (less than 7 seconds). Further-
more, even when the buffer is large enough, the throughput
of TCP-Ho is a bit better than that of FAST and TCP-Ho’s
packets queued in the router (at most 51 packets) are fewer
than FAST’s (about 98 packets) in the steady state, although
the time for a FAST’s connection to adjust its throughput to
the available bandwidth is little shorter than that of TCP-Ho.

With high BDP networks, the transient period of TCP
can greatly affect overall performance. Now, we use a met-
ric convergence time to capture the transient performance of

†The reasons for setting such a large buffer size are that we
want to compare TCP-Ho with FAST under the steady state and
FAST needs more buffer size in a router.
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Fig. 7 Basic behavior of TCP Reno.

Fig. 8 Basic behavior of TCP Vegas.

TCP. The traffic sources are same as those in the previous
simulation. The bottleneck capacity is varied for different
BDP. At some time instant, the CBR traffic source starts or
stops sending packets to halve or double the available band-
width, respectively. Figures 11 and 12 display the conver-

Fig. 9 Basic behavior of FAST TCP.

Fig. 10 Basic behavior of TCP-Ho.

gence time as the available bandwidth is halved and doubled
respectively. Obviously, TCP-Ho greatly improves the tran-
sient performance of connection in both scenarios as com-
pared to TCP Reno and TCP Vegas. On the other hand, the
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Fig. 11 Convergence time of connections when available bandwidth is
halved.

Fig. 12 Convergence time of connections when available bandwidth is
doubled.

difference in convergence time between TCP-Ho and FAST
is not clear in both scenarios if we give FAST enough buffer
size. Moreover, from Figs. 11 and 12, we can see that the
convergence time of TCP-Ho is under 100 no matter how
large the BDP is.

5.2 Fairness and Friendliness

Other important issues of TCP are the fairness and friend-
liness. Multiple connections of same TCP scheme must in-
teroperate nicely and converge to their fair shares. Simi-
larly, a friendly TCP scheme should be able to coexist with
other TCP variants without causing them starvation. We use
the fairness index function, proposed in [23], to justify the
fairness and friendliness of TCP schemes. The fairness in-
dex function is expressed as F(x) = (

∑
xi)2

n(
∑

x2
i )

, where xi is the

throughput of the ith connection, and n is the number of
connections. F(x) ranges from 1/n to 1.0. A perfectly fair
bandwidth allocation would result in a fairness index of 1.0.
On the contrary, if all bandwidth are consumed by one con-
nection, fairness index would yield 1/n.

5.2.1 Fairness

First, we are interested in the performance of sources with
same TCP method and RTT. The network topology for sim-
ulations is shown in Fig. 4, where the bandwidth and prop-

Table 5 Fairness index for Reno, Vegas, FAST and TCP-Ho.

Reno Vegas FAST TCP-Ho
Fairness Index 99.97% 97.32% 99.99% 99.99%

Utilization 80–96% 100% 18.2% 100%

Fig. 13 The network topology for sources with different RTTs.

Table 6 The fairness index for four TCP versions.

Reno Vegas FAST TCP-Ho
Fairness Index 67% 75% 99% 82%
Utilization 96% 100% 96% 100%

agation delay are 100 Mbps and 23 ms for the full-duplex
trunk link respectively, five sources (n = 5) using same TCP
scheme (i.e., Reno, Vegas, FAST, or TCP-Ho) all start at
0 second, and buffer size is 300 packets. We use the fair-
ness index and utilization of bottleneck bandwidth to repre-
sent the result, as shown in Table 5. From Table 5, we find
that the fairness index of TCP-Ho (99.9995%) is better than
that of Reno (99.9663%), Vegas (97.3188%), and FAST
(99.9979%), and the utilization of bandwidth for TCP-Ho
(100%) is not worse than that for Reno (only uses 80–96%),
Vegas (100%), and FAST (18.19%). Furthermore, Reno
takes at least 6 seconds to approach the available band-
width, Vegas spends 6.5 seconds to converge, FAST is never
close to the available bandwidth (i.e., never converges), and
TCP-Ho uses 2 seconds, which is one-third of 6 or 6.5, to
achieve the balance of connections. Then, we simulate the
sources with different RTTs, and the network topology is
shown in Fig. 13. The bandwidth and propagation delay
are 1 Gbps and 1 ms for the full-duplex access link, and
100 Mbps and 23 ms for the full-duplex trunk link respec-
tively. The sources are TCP Reno, TCP Vegas, FAST TCP,
or TCP-Ho. Table 6 depicts the fairness index and utiliza-
tion of bottleneck bandwidth for four TCP versions with n =
5. We observe that the fairness index of TCP-Ho is about 1.1
times of Vegas, more than 1.2 times of Reno, and about 0.83
times of FAST, and the utilization of bandwidth for TCP-Ho
is better than TCP Reno and FAST TCP from Table 6.

From these simulation results, we can observe that the
TCP-Ho is more suitable than Reno and Vegas for multiple
sources with same mechanism.
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Table 7 Friendliness of different TCP versions.

Fairness Index /Mean Throughput (kbps)

Reno–Vegas TCP-Ho–Vegas TCP-Ho–Reno

15 - 05 80%/(608–89) 95%/(533–403) 85%/(474–570)

10 - 10 59%/(840–120) 86%/(564–438) 89%/(453–557)

05 - 15 39%/(1526–138) 89%/(592–471) 96%/(435–524)

FAST–TCP-Ho FAST–Vegas FAST–Reno

15 - 05 80%/(376–158) 72%/(504–118) 88%/(395–154)

10 - 10 54%/(665–222) 52%/(731–148) 79%/(554–317)

05 - 15 39%/(1139–251) 27%/(1380–166) 76%/(591–250)

5.2.2 Friendliness

To verify the friendliness of our proposed mechanism, we
construct the network topology shown in Fig. 4, where Reno
coexists with Vegas, FAST coexists with Reno, or Vegas,
and TCP-Ho coexists with Reno, Vegas, or FAST. There are
20 pairs of connections, of which some connections use one
TCP algorithm and the others are another TCP mechanism
connections. The bandwidth of connection link is 10 Mbps,
propagation delay is 1 ms, and the buffer size of a router is
120 packets. We vary the proportion of these TCP schemes
in the network by adjusting the number of sources. Without
the presence of congestion, all 20 connections are expected
to share the bottleneck bandwidth equally. The friendli-
ness results and mean throughput of each TCP scheme are
listed in Table 7, where the mean throughput is the aver-
age throughput of sources with same mechanism under the
steady state. We observe following phenomenons. First,
while Vegas users compete with other TCP Reno users, they
do not receive a fair share of bandwidth due to the differ-
ent congestion avoidance mechanisms used by Vegas and
Reno. Next, FAST sources keep inserting much more pack-
ets into the buffer and stealing more bandwidth no matter
which mechanism coexists with FAST. Finally, when TCP-
Ho competes with TCP Reno, it still can insert much packets
into the buffer and get its fair share of bandwidth; neverthe-
less, TCP-Ho do not steal more bandwidth when it coexists
with TCP Vegas. Therefore, TCP-Ho is friendlier towards
TCP Reno and TCP Vegas schemes than FAST is. In other
words, TCP-Ho is a friendly transport protocol.

6. Conclusion

In this article, we propose and evaluate a new variant of
TCP, TCP-Ho, to reduce the burstiness, to adjust the rate
to the available bandwidth in shorter time, and to improve
the throughput for a TCP source. We achieve a significantly
higher performance comparing with TCP Reno and Vegas.
From simulation results, although TCP-Ho is more suitable
for large bandwidth or long-delay networks, it still increases
transmit performance in small bandwidth or short-delay net-
works. The design of TCP-Ho is simple and implementa-
tion feasible on existing operating systems. Further work

involves studying the performance and spatial characteris-
tics analysis of this algorithm under a wider range of param-
eters, network topologies and real traffic traces, obtaining
more accurate theoretical models and insights, and consid-
ering hardware implementation issues.
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